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Introduction

I Different from standard dialectometry
I “Assumption free”

I Unsupervised model for discovering dialect regions
I Unsupervised model for discovering latent topics in the text
I Supervised model for geolocation prediction

I Large dataset
I Noisy Twitter data



What are latent variable models?

Also known as Graphical models, Probabilistic models, Hierarchical
models

Generative Story
A probabilistic formulation of the process that generated the data

Bayesian inference
I Give the model some data
I The algorithm will find try to find good parameters

I Until convergence
I Bayes Rule: P(θi |D) ∝ P(D|θi )P(θ)
I P(D|θi ) is the likelihood of the data given the parameters
I P(θ) is the prior probability of the parameters



Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1]

I Find latent topics in a corpus
I For any document, tell me which topics are in it
I For any word, tell me what topics it belongs to
I For any topic, tell me which words belong to it



LDA: Generative story



Caveats about latent variable models

I Independence asumptions
I Topics are chosen independently
I Bag of words

I Tractabilility (models cannot be arbitrarily complex)



Model: Geographic Topic Model [2]



Model: Geographic Topic Model - continued



Model: Plate Notation

How inference is run: Variational Inference[3] (won’t discuss here)



Model: Data

I 15% of all public messages over one week
I Collect geo-tagged data from Twitter
I Filter data

I Only authors who wrote at least 20 messages
I Only authors follow fewer than 1000 people and are followed by

fewer than 1000
I No messages containing urls
I Only the 49 contiguous US States

I 9,500 users
I 380,000 messages
I 4.7 million tokens
I Developed useful Twitter tokenizer as part of this work [4]



Model: Initialization

I Dirichlet Mixture model (clustering algorithm which finds a suitable
number of clusters) to find number of regions (J)

I Several k-means runs to get an idea about within region variance
(dispersion)

I LDA run to get estimates of z for each token



Evaluation: metric for geolocation prediction

Regression
I Mean/Median distance from true location
I Median is probably better because of potential for outliers

Classification
I 4-way (regional) Random clasifier - 25%
I 49-way (state) Random clasifier - 2%



Evaluation: Competing models

Regions only (without topics → K=1)

I Can set up the geographic topic model to have only one topic
I The performance of this model relative to the geographic topic

model tests the assumption that jointly modelling topics is useful for
the regional prediction task

Text Regression
I TFIDF vectors
I train coupled regressions for latitude and longitude

K-means
Should work better than text regression, because it allows for complex
partitionings of the output space.



Evaluation: Competing models: Supervised LDA [5]

I A variant of LDA that jointly models the data together with the
output values/labels

Figure : Supervised LDA generative story



Evaluation: Regression/Classification Results



Evaluation: Accounting for topics helps!



Exploratory data analysis: Topics discovered



Exploratory data analysis: Regions discovered



Conclusion

I A lot of parameters in the model - was there enough data
I A lot of noise in the input
I A lot of noise in the output
I Variational Inference for Geographic Topic Model non-trivial to

implement
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